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WHY YOUR ORGANIC SESSIONS 
MIGHT BE DOWN

AND WHAT YOU CAN DO ABOUT IT
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INTRODUCTION

Whether we like it or not (and there’s ample reason for both positions), many of our brands are 
dependent on the organic traffic we receive through Google, and there are few things as scary for us 
as noticing a sudden or trending decline in that traffic and the loss of revenue it can presage.

One of the issues with a business ecosystem becoming almost entirely reliant on one source of 
traffic to their brand is that it can seem like we have no control over that traffic and are simply 
subject to the ups and downs that come.

While implementing SEO best practice is obviously the main way to avoid major traffic loss, but 
there are events that can impact our traffic over which we have little control – as well as things 
which have impact about which we are not aware. 

This eBook will attempt to cover a fair few of the bases – giving you a list of things to look out for 
both to prevent traffic drops and also to help resolve any issues that may cause one.
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WHAT ARE ORGANIC SESSIONS?

Organic sessions are the result of a user entering your site 
from a search engine result page (SERP) having clicked on 
an unpaid, or ‘organic’ link. This is distinct from other web 
traffic through inbound links which is referred to as resulting 
from ‘referral’.

HOW TO FIND OUT YOUR ORGANIC SESSIONS FIGURES

Your organic sessions are discoverable using Google Analytics. If you haven’t added the Google 
tracking script to your site, you can find your tracking code by using the Admin tab in your analytics, 
selecting the right account and property and then ‘Property Settings’.  

You’ll then see a ‘Tracking ID’ at the top of your basic settings. You can then add this code into 
the gtag.js snippet (in place of GA_MEASUREMENT_ID and place it directly after the <head> tag 
across the site. This will allow you to pull in the information you’ll need to track things like organic 
sessions.

<!-- Google Analytics -->

<script>

(function(i,s,o,g,r,a,m){i[‘GoogleAnalyticsObject’]=r;i[r]=i[r]||function(){

(i[r].q=i[r].q||[]).push(arguments)},i[r].l=1*new Date();a=s.createElement(o),

m=s.getElementsByTagName(o)[0];a.async=1;a.src=g;m.parentNode.insertBefore(a,m)

})(window,document,’script’,’https://www.google-analytics.com/analytics.js’,’ga’);

ga(‘create’, ‘GA_MEASUREMENT_ID’, ‘auto’);

ga(‘send’, ‘pageview’);

</script>

<!-- End Google Analytics -->
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Once you have Analytics set up, your main screen will look something like the below:

To find your organic sessions, you will need to select ‘Acquisition’, 
then ‘All Traffic’, then Channels.

After choosing the above options, if you click on the ‘Organic 
Traffic’ channel, you’ll be given a report which allows you to track 
your organic sessions over time. 
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REASONS AND RESOLUTIONS

There are as many reasons for a drop in sessions as there are websites, but what we’re going to have 
to do here is cover the most common cases and try to empower you to be able to spot edge cases 
on your own.

MAKE SURE YOU’VE DISCOUNTED THE BASICS

While it will mostly go without saying, there are a few causes of apparently troubling traffic drops 
which can be fairly easily explained and resolved, but if you’re new to tracking or to a brand, then it’s 
worth considering them before engaging full-blown panic mode.

Seasonality
Unless you’ve been specifically briefed, seasonality can cause heart palpitations – the vast majority 
of brands will experience seasonal variation in organic sessions regardless of industry. Click, for 
example, experiences a drop (as most B2B businesses will) around the Christmas period. The below, 
for example, despite showing growth, shows a not insignificant drop in the middle of December 
each year:

There will be a seasonal impact on all businesses – so it’s important to take the long view when 
considering a traffic drop. Garden furniture retail, for example, will see peaks in the summer months 
and troughs in the winter, while bed retailers experience the reverse.

So take a look at the long view (if you have it) and look for trends in the data.
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Noindex
This happens more often than it should – because despite the potential catastrophic consequences 
of the error, it’s an unfortunately easy one to make. The majority of brands will have a staging or 
development site which, for obvious reasons, they want to keep out of the index. In order to do this, 
they will add <meta  name=”robots” content=”noindex”> to the development site. The problem 
occurs when new changes are rolled out to the live site and the “noindex” tag is not removed 
from the site’s HTML when the roll out happens, resulting in the complete removal of the site from 
Google SERPs (though the site will still be discoverable in Bing, the majority of most organic traffic 
comes from Google).

No index visibility impact chart. Source: Moz

You can find out whether this is the case fairly easily without tools by visiting the site or page you 
feel has lost the traffic and right clicking to ‘View Page Source’ which will open in another window. 

In that window, simply CTRL+F (or the Apple equivalent) and search for ‘noindex’ – hopefully you’ll 
return no result, but if you do, you’ll need to get on to the phone to your developer straight away.
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CHECK GOOGLE SEARCH CONSOLE FOR PENALTY 
NOTIFICATIONS

While for the most part, manual action penalties are unlikely to be a concern, 
it is still worth checking to ensure that any traffic loss is not due to a specific 
penalty given to your site. In order to do this, you can log in to your Google 
Search Console account and select ‘Manual actions’ from the left hand menu 
bar (under ‘Security & Manual Actions’).

After which, you’ll hopefully see the below message:

However, if Google has taken any action against your site, you’ll find the 
details of it here. They will generally fall into one of three categories – each of 
which has the cure in the title to a large extent.

On page violations:

• Hacked content spam

• Incorrect structured data

• Major and pure spam problems

• Spam problems

• Unnatural outbound links

• User-generated spam

Off page violations

• Unnatural inbound links

Reconsideration requests & related notifications

• Disavow file updated notification

• Reconsideration request (submission confirmed)

• Reconsideration request rejected

• Reconsideration request processed

• Reconsideration request approved
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CHECK WHETHER TRAFFIC LOSS IS SITE-WIDE

Again, in Google Analytics, you’ll need to access the ‘Organic Traffic’ report. Rather than compare 
over an extended period, however, you can amend the date filter to compare periods. 

Then you’ll need to select a point before and after the drop and then scan through the landing page 
to see whether there are noticeable drops in the sessions of specific pages.

If you don’t spot any specific pages with drops, you can assume that the issue is site-wide and 
your exploration will need to continue. If you do see a page with a drop, you can look to investigate 
further, by checking your CMS for the most recent changes to the page. For example: 

• Has it been altered so that it no longer answers the query that was driving traffic?  
If so, firstly establish the reason for the change, and if no convincing reason exists, reverse the 
change.

• Has the page URL changed so that traffic is now hitting a 404 error?    
It happens, but when it does, you’ll need to redirect the 404ing URL (and the previous URL if 
you can’t recreate it exactly) to the new one.
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CHECK SOME OF THE ALGORITHM TRACKERS

While, generally speaking, if you are immersed in SEO you’ll be aware from moment one when the 
rumours begin circulating about a new algorithm update. However, not everyone wants to convert 
their Twitter in to a timeline of search news, so if you’ve spotted a drop then it’s worthwhile checking 
one or two of the algorithm trackers. 

These are tools which specifically track fluctuations in Google’s ranking algorithm and allow you to 
observe whether your issue may run a little deeper in the industry at large. A few of them to start are:

Each of these measure rankings across a number of key domains and rate them against a base level to 
determine whether there is above average movement in the rankings which might indicate a specific 
algorithm update.

Sadly, in most cases, the advice from Google is minimal around what are generally referred to as 
‘Broad Core Updates’, with SEOs generally referred to the Google Quality Rater Guidelines to improve 
their performance, however, it’s worthwhile following Google’s Gary Illyes, John Mueller and Danny 
Sullivan who are on the frontlines and will no doubt be well underway fielding questions by the time 
you notice a drop in sessions.

For algorithm updates for which there is no express reason for the change (nothing explicit given by 
Google directly), the actions you’ll need to take are to interrogate your site for lapses in best practice 
(you can find out many of these from our SEO Uncovered series).

Mozcast
https://moz.com/mozcast/

Algoroo
https://algoroo.com/

Google Grump
https://www.accuranker.com/grump

https://www.click.co.uk/resource/understanding-googles-quality-rater-guidelines/&sa=D&ust=1563201061619000&usg=AFQjCNEKcvECkG2GUR1gkgW2ms0JiuDgZw/?utm_source=eBook&utm_medium=eBook&utm_campaign=session-drop-ebook
https://twitter.com/methode
https://twitter.com/JohnMu
https://twitter.com/dannysullivan
https://twitter.com/dannysullivan
https://www.click.co.uk/resource/seo-uncovered-advanced-guide-seo/?utm_source=eBook&utm_medium=eBook&utm_campaign=session-drop-ebook
https://moz.com/mozcast/
https://algoroo.com/
https://www.accuranker.com/grump
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CHECK YOUR LIGHTHOUSE REPORT AND PAGESPEED 
INSIGHTS REPORT

In addition to the above mentioned methods, there are a couple of key tools you can use to check 
that your performance is currently up to scratch, these are your: ‘Lighthouse Report’ and ‘PageSpeed 
Insights’ report.

PageSpeed Insights
The simpler of the two, your PageSpeed Insights report can be accessed by going to the URL linked to 
previously and entering your site’s URL.

This will then provide a unique page speed report for both Desktop and Mobile – allowing you to 
judge your site against the increasingly important speed metric.

https://developers.google.com/speed/pagespeed/insights/
https://developers.google.com/speed/pagespeed/insights/
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Lighthouse Report
Slightly more difficult to access, but nevertheless useful, you can find your Lighthouse Report 
by opening ‘Developer Tools’ by clicking the burger menu (top right), then ‘More tools’ and then 
‘Developer tools’. You then select ‘Audits’ and you’ll be presented with a selection of reporting 
options for your site.

This will then generate your Lighthouse Report and the resultant advice for webmasters:
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CONCLUSION

While there are a plethora of reasons for a potential drop in organic sessions, you do have the 
power to diagnose many of them using free tools available online. While recovery from some issues 
is easier than for others, recovery is seldom impossible.

The main advice is to maintain a critical eye on your performance so that you’re not suddenly 
surprised by a dramatic drop at the end of the month. The sooner a drop in sessions is spotted, the 
quicker you can leap into action and begin the process of correcting the issues that have led to it.
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